Placing HIV beyond the metropolis: Risks, mobilities, and health promotion among gay men in the Halifax, Nova Scotia region
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Research on HIV/AIDS among gay men in North America has departed from pure disease diffusion models to consider the social and environmental contexts where transmission may take place. Most of this work, however, focuses on large metropolitan areas and operationalizes the concept of place with only some degree of nuance. Large cities—and the bars, bathhouses, and gay villages within them—are often treated as containers of attributes that contribute to and concretize HIV risk. This article therefore seeks to apply a critical, ecological conception of place to understanding HIV risk, education, and prevention among gay men in the small city-region of Halifax, Nova Scotia. Using in-depth interviews with HIV/AIDS-related service providers and self-identified gay men, the study highlights four dynamics of HIV risk potentially affecting gay men in smaller cities and rural areas: (1) institutional ambivalence toward HIV education and messaging, (2) narrow conceptions of risk, (3) migrations into unfamiliar social and sexual environments, and (4) social and structural barriers to health service utilization.
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Introduction

Emerging research on the human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) among gay men\(^1\) in North America has begun to link HIV risk with particular geographic spaces. The metropolitan-centred studies that comprise the majority of this research focus typically on gay neighbourhoods, bars, bathhouses, cruising areas, and other places where HIV risk behaviours (e.g., substance use, unprotected sex, sex with multiple partners) are thought to be encouraged or facilitated (Binson et al. 2001; Carpiano et al. 2011; Egan et al. 2011; Kelly and Carpiano 2012; Buttram and Kurtz 2013). Studies on rural gay men, in contrast, tend to connect risk behaviours to negative states of mind caused by “rigid and morally traditional standards of sexuality leading to secretive lives and feelings of isolation” (Williams et al. 2005, 48) or to separation from ostensible centres of gay culture where preventative health promotion efforts have been more concentrated (Bowen et al. 2007). While both urban and rural studies suggest associations between location and particular risk behaviours, the actual social and institutional processes through which places influence HIV risk among gay-identified men and other men who have sex with men (MSM) are less well understood, particularly in small cities and mixed rural-urban areas (however, see Lovell and Rosenberg 2011). As an alternative to a purely epidemiological approach focused on polygons of statistical attributes (Brown and Knopp 2006), gay men’s health researchers have also begun to examine the relationships between HIV/AIDS and place-based ecologies (McLeroy et al. 1988) that include social networks, health discourses, and health promotion regimes (M. Brown 1997; T. Brown 2000; Brown and Knopp 2014; Lewis 2014a).

The following qualitative, narrative-based study of the Halifax, Nova Scotia region explores the more nuanced relationships between place, networks, institutions, and men’s experiences of HIV/AIDS in a place that qualifies neither as metropolitan nor fully rural. Comprising the city of Halifax (population 130,000), the city of Dartmouth (65,000), and several smaller communities under 15,000 in population (Statistics Canada 2011), the region represents a kind of in-between place not typically included in the research on gay men and HIV/AIDS. Using interviews with both HIV/AIDS service providers and gay-identified men, this article offers accounts of HIV risk and prevention that extend beyond binary frameworks of rurality, stigma, and isolation—or alternately, urbanity, the gay scene, and risk exposure. After a brief literature review and description of methods, four subsequent sections discuss the evolution of HIV/AIDS education and messaging in Nova Scotia, participants’ interpretations of these messages, the role of mobility in their sexual life-geographies, and the ways in which local and regional health care institutions seek to manage the complex regional geography of HIV/AIDS.

Sexuality, place, and gay men’s health

Understanding HIV risk and prevention in settings like the Halifax region requires complicating the concepts of urban and rural. The literature on rural gay and lesbian lives offers one productive entrée. On the one hand, rural areas have been cast as places where non-heterosexual identities are invisible, where the heteronormative influences of the state go uncontested, and where one might go to overcome same-sex attraction (Bell and Valentine 1995; Bell 2000). On the other, the incomplete overlap of gay culture with urbanity (Herring 2010) means that rural places ranging from country festivals to private homes can also emerge as distinctive, even psychologically restorative alternatives to urban gay life (Bell and Valentine 1995; Bell 2000; Gorman-Murray et al. 2008). Concepts of rural and regional gay life are often contradictory. The idealized notion of a rugged, purely gay masculinity, for example, can distract from the fact that gay men are still often stigmatized and marginalized in rural areas (Bell 2000).

Gay men’s health is affected not only by simple urbanity and rurality, but also by the multi-scaled institutions and networks that assemble in and across places (T. Brown 2000; Del Casino 2007; M. Brown 2009). Michael Brown (1995) and Tim Brown (2000) have both argued, for example, that public health authorities use the idea of “at-risk”

\(^1\) The term gay is used here to reflect the self-ascribed identities of the individual men interviewed in this article, and is used as a proxy to describe men who have sex with men, or MSM (though they may self-identify as bisexual or straight).
populations (e.g., gay men) and “high-risk” places (e.g., bathhouses) to separate risky others from the general population and to make HIV/AIDS a calculable threat that can be linked statistically to particular people and places. Public health messaging has thus tended to target urban, out gay men who ostensibly can be convinced to shift their sex behaviours and habits (Zablotska et al. 2011). In contrast, men who fall outside these norms and places are sometimes considered unreachable or problematic (Del Casino 2007; M. Brown 2009). More importantly, the gay male subjects targeted by health institutions are not necessarily fixed in place at all. Geographers have long suggested that gay men and other sexual minority individuals move frequently throughout the life course to come out, improve their health and well-being, and negotiate variegated landscapes of stigma and inclusion (Knopp 2004; Gorman-Murray 2007; Lewis 2012, 2014a, 2014b).

At first glance, the Halifax region fits some of the stereotypes employed in epidemiological studies of rural gay men and HIV/AIDS. At the national level, it sits within an Atlantic Canadian periphery described as resource-dependent, gender-normative, and organized around the kinship of heteronormative extended families and communities (Tomblin 1995; Bulman 2005; Moreira 2012). Locally, the mid-sized service hub of Halifax is joined both politically and discursively with a 2,000 square mile (5,000 square kilometer) area known as the Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM). The area comprises dozens of small, agricultural, and often religious and conservative towns and villages from which the city of Halifax draws residents, voters, and commuters (see Morrill et al. 1999). At the same time, recent projects have documented the history of a vibrant gay life within Halifax’s maritime industry (Moore 2011) and the city is now marketed as a gay tourist destination with its own local scene (Destination Halifax 2013). Gay and lesbian activists have also had many successes in the Halifax region, creating a dense local meshwork of HIV/AIDS prevention efforts in the 1980s (Plumb 2005) and achieving several gay rights victories (e.g., the first successful Canadian same-sex partner pensions benefits case) in the 1990s (Boutilier 1998; Lewis 2015). Despite these early advances, the health of gay men in Nova Scotia has often been sidelined in a geographic Catch-22. While gay men are overrepresented in the province’s HIV and syphilis epidemics (see Table 1),2 national-level disease surveillance concerning gay men (e.g., The M-Track system) often bypasses Atlantic Canada altogether (Challacombe 2013) and Nova Scotia’s sexual health services are not as accessible or advanced as those in the largest cities (Lewis et al., 2013). As the forthcoming narratives show, communities and institutions in Nova Scotia have also cast gay men’s health and HIV/AIDS as politically controversial and peripheral to “mainstream” health issues.

Methods

This study employs in-depth semi-structured interviews with similarly sized groups of HIV/AIDS service providers (nine) and gay-identified men (seven) within Halifax County and Colchester County, Nova Scotia. Two participants chose to speak in both capacities and were included in both groups. The service provider group, which included HIV nurses, HIV/AIDS service organization (ASO) directors, outreach workers, and policy specialists, was recruited through personal or online contact between July 2012 and January 2013. The gay male participants, including five HIV-negative and two HIV-positive men, ranged in age from late twenties to early sixties and were recruited through provider postings or referrals. Interviews lasted 30–75 minutes each and were transcribed in full. While providers were asked about their professional experiences in HIV-related health promotion, the individual men were asked to discuss their understandings of HIV risk in the context of their broader life histories in Nova Scotia. Following a constructivist grounded theory approach (Charmaz 2006), the two sets of interviews were coded iteratively and then triangulated to verify the four relevant themes (Yin 2003).

“Let’s not talk about it ’cause it’s not a problem”: HIV and sexual health messaging in Nova Scotia

In the 1980s and 1990s, HIV/AIDS cases and deaths in Canada were concentrated in the few largest
Table 1
Reported Cases of HIV and Syphilis, Nova Scotia, % Male (HIV and Syphilis) and % MSM Exposure Category (HIV Only), 2008–2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>HIV</th>
<th>% Male</th>
<th>% MSM</th>
<th>Syphilis</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


cities. Although the early impact of the HIV epidemic in Nova Scotia generated the creation of two ASOs in Halifax in the 1990s (Plumb 2005), its overall visibility paled in comparison to places such as Vancouver, where some neighbourhoods (e.g., the West End, Yaletown) witnessed hundreds of deaths of gay men in a single year (Brown 1997). Two providers surmised that in Nova Scotia, the relative lack of public exposure for HIV had created both a general lack of awareness and—in some locales—a more purposeful denial of the risk of HIV/AIDS.

My colleague . . . she went [to Vancouver] and she’s like “God, you go on the subway . . . there’s posters for [HIV] testing all over the place.” Like you don’t see that here . . . it’s not on our radar. (HIV policy advisor, Halifax County)

The biggest push-pull typically from our experience and history in working in rural communities is about “let’s not talk about it ‘cause it’s not a problem here,” because [HIV-positive people], whoever they are, are not here . . . and I’m not them and thus I’m not at risk so let’s just not do that. (ASO director, Halifax County)

Several interviewees felt that the perception of HIV/AIDS as a rare disease in Nova Scotia, while rooted partially in statistics, was also perpetuated purposefully by government and health care institutions. Public health authorities have frequently sought to create moral panic over HIV/AIDS to encourage health behaviours such as safer sex and HIV testing among gay men (T. Brown 2000). Institutions in the Halifax region, however, have often seemed focused on preventing panic and anxiety in populations and health care systems unprepared to acknowledge the realities of HIV/AIDS in Canada. In Nova Scotia, an aging population profile and the fiscal constraints of a have-not province (Lecours and Beland 2010), have—according to some interviewees—resulted in a health education system where instructors are significantly older than their students, often lack a health background, and may be uncomfortable discussing HIV/AIDS or sexual health (see also Langille et al. 2001). Providers suggested that high school teachers were not always reliable sources of HIV information, particularly for gay men and MSM. “I think a lot of teachers are well intended, but a lot of them are not as well equipped to come in and teach sexuality or they’re not comfortable with [HIV or gay identities] depending on their backgrounds” (HIV policy advisor, Halifax County). “We still have teachers,” another said, “that are supposed to be the liaison for [LGBT] students but they . . . don’t understand what [LGBT] students are going through” (ASO director, Colchester County).

In some cases, public schools have also exerted a more pronounced biopower over students in order to prevent panic and controversy within families and communities (M. Brown 2009). One example was the response of public schools to the introduction of Sex?—A Healthy Sexuality Resource in Nova Scotia middle and high schools in 2004 (HSWG 2006). The so-called “sex book,” which included sections on homosexuality and STIs, was banned by some school boards and within other boards distributed only to students who had acquired permission from their parents to view it (Witte 2006). The so-called “sex book,” which included sections on homosexuality and STIs, was banned by some school boards and within other boards distributed only to students who had acquired permission from their parents to view it (Witte 2006). Several schools also prohibited gay straight alliances (GSAs) prior to a 2012 ruling by the Nova Scotia Minister of Education that the formation of GSAs must be permitted unequivocally by school administrators (Hinchliffe 2012). One of the interviewees (Tom, 30s, Colchester County), who had worked as a health teacher in a public high school, recalled being summoned into the principal’s office for “pushing the gay agenda” after answering a female student’s question about anal sex. “We had 720 kids in our school and he told me that we had no gay students,” he said.

The stigmatization of both HIV/AIDS and homosexuality has also influenced informal knowledge exchange within the gay community itself. Previous research has shown that the diffusion of anti-gay and anti-HIV stigma through homes and schools, combined with internalized homophobia and trauma surrounding coming out, can decrease gay men’s willingness to acknowledge HIV risk (see Lewis 2009, 2014b). One provider confirmed that men’s experiences in local schools and workplaces had
rendered HIV/AIDS mostly unspeakable in the Halifax gay community:

I think there are huge undertones among gay men talking about HIV/AIDS. And I think there’s a lot of stigma, I think there’s fear, I think there’s just “oh, I wore that [discrimination] just trying to come out,” right? … Like I know if I go down to [local gay bar], a lot of people would choose not to communicate with me, which is totally okay because they’d have to explain why do you know [provider’s name] right? … there’s a reason why they would know me. (ASO director, Halifax County)

Interviewees described their fear of being associated with HIV/AIDS if they chose to acknowledge or discuss it: “Within the gay community in Toronto and the big cities, there’s a lot more talk about HIV and there’s a lot more acceptance, and here it’s just not the case” (health outreach worker, Halifax County). Consequently, men living in smaller cities and rural areas may not only have reduced access to HIV-related information, but feel compelled to perpetuate the culture of silence around HIV/AIDS.

Because the information is not so available, that there is the unknown of it and the non-education, people don’t ask questions ‘cause they’re so afraid of it … it’s that little elephant in the room that no one really discusses unless someone’s courageous enough … I don’t know what the stages [of HIV] are. I don’t know what medicine’s like these days, legally I don’t know what happens [after disclosure]. (Jason, 20s, Halifax County, HIV-negative)

In this way, the discursive erasure of HIV/AIDS in Nova Scotia both perpetuates stigma and maintains potentially narrow conceptualizations of HIV risk among gay men living there.

“A little more free”: From knowledge to behaviour

Discourses of HIV absence or rarity may lead some men to take calculated risks such as having sex without a condom, also known as barebacking (see Dean 2009). One interviewee (Mark, 30s, Halifax County, HIV-negative), referring to statistics for diagnosed AIDS cases rather than the diagnosed or undiagnosed HIV cases from which most new infections are transmitted, said, “You know, you get a little bit comfortable I guess maybe, and after [having unprotected sex] you realize okay maybe it’s not so bad that there are only 300 and some [AIDS cases] registered in Nova Scotia, not just Halifax.” A second interviewee also reported feeling a similar tension between his awareness of risk and a sense of assurance that he would not be infected: “I was focused enough to know when to get a test but I wasn’t necessarily consistent that way, you know … I was saying, ‘oh you know we have a lower population of [HIV] so I’m fine. I can be, you know, a little more free’” (Jason, 20s, Halifax County, HIV-negative).

Gay men situated in smaller cities and rural areas may also choose to seek out sexual encounters online because they lack access to gay venues or do not want to be publicly out (see Williams et al. 2005; Horvath et al. 2006). In previous large-scale studies and meta-analyses (e.g., Bolding et al. 2005; Liau et al. 2006), gay men who met partners online were reported as more likely to have an STI or to have unprotected sex than those who met partners in person. Such findings, however, tend to be based on groups of urban gay men who are situated in higher-prevalence locales, have access to a greater density of potential partners, and are sometimes sampled from networks and sites associated specifically with cultures of barebacking or “party and play” (i.e., sex under the influence of drugs). While exposure to HIV risk may therefore be categorically lower for rurally situated men, the transitory nature of encounters set up online could reduce opportunities for negotiating safer sex among partners who might already be disinclined to discuss sexual health (Horvath et al. 2006).

You know a lot of people, depending on where you are, I mean some people feel like they can’t come out so they’re doing things that may be riskier because perhaps they don’t even want to really talk about it … if they’re not talking, they’re not comfortable talking to partners or going and getting condoms … I suppose you’re doing things a little bit more spur of the moment that you hadn’t planned on. (HIV nurse #1, Halifax County)

One ASO in the region is attempting to bridge gaps in sexual knowledge health by creating profiles on online cruising sites where men can chat with a trained sexual health counsellor. The outreach worker administering the profiles noted that about 50 percent of the questions came from men outside Halifax or Dartmouth and that 80 percent listed
their sexual orientation as bisexual or straight, suggesting that the at-risk population extends well beyond the out gay men traditionally targeted in public health campaigns (T. Brown 2000; Zablotska et al. 2011). In addition, men’s online sexual networking to connect across a dispersed set of cities and towns suggests that risks are often encountered beyond one’s immediate geographic context.

“It was like fantasy land”: Mobilities and risk encounters

To date, most studies of HIV/AIDS and mobility in North America have focused on the return migrations of HIV-positive men to non-epicentre regions following diagnosis (Cohn et al. 1994; Ellis and Muschkin 1996) or effects of relocation on HIV-positive patients’ adherence to antiretroviral treatment (Lima et al. 2009). In contrast, relatively little work examines relationships between mobility and risk among the uninfected. Emerging work on the health implications of internal and international migration, however, suggests that the stress and social displacement that occurs with relocation may lead to increases in substance use, unprotected sex, and other risk factors for HIV/AIDS. Affected groups of men include migrant and temporary workers (Kalipeni et al. 2003; Winett et al. 2011),3 but also gay men who move to escape homophobia, come out, or engage in sexual exploration (Bianchi et al. 2007; Lewis 2014b). For men situated in rural areas of Nova Scotia, intra-regional trips to Halifax may constitute first encounters with visibly gay meeting places, the potential for multiple partners, increased access to drugs, and overall higher HIV and STI rates. One provider, referencing the recent syphilis outbreak, described the mobilities-as-risk scenario:

If I’m looking at the information we’re collecting on syphilis right now … what we’re seeing is people from rural areas and outside of Halifax flocking to this urban area because there are no [gay bars] close to them. So they flock here … and they may not be out or they may have you know pent up energy or whatever

… they’re going back and they’re living their lives whether that’s gay relationships or married to the opposite gender and potentially the spread [of syphilis]. (youth worker, Halifax County)

One of the men interviewed observed similar rural-to-urban mobilities in his own experiences online: “I had never [posted an online ad] before … anyway it was just wild. I’ll never forget waking up that morning to 129 emails after posting it the night before … a lot [from] smaller little communities: ‘Oh I get to Halifax all the time, oh I go there on business, I’m travelling there next weekend’” (Mark, 30s, Halifax County, HIV-negative).

Longer-term migrations from the Halifax region to other cities in Canada may also shape local men’s risk contexts. Two providers discussed clients who had moved to larger cities from Nova Scotia and then returned to Halifax after contracting HIV, mirroring studies on both the potential stressors and health risks of moving to an urban gay community (Egan et al. 2011; Lewis 2012, 2014b) and the tendency to return home after becoming HIV-positive (Cohn et al. 1994; Ellis and Muschkin 1996).

I’ve had many conversations with … gay men that might be around 30, 32 [years] in age, who have spent a number of years … in the Toronto, Vancouver area, who talk about the minute they got there … it was like fantasy land, right? And they took every advantage they could of course and nothing wrong with that, but we’re not at all prepared for the emotions, the responsibilities or any of that associated with it. (ASO director, Halifax County)

Well certainly young guys who went to big cities and encountered a whole other realm and level of party scene, or gay party scene … and also going, moving forward with the belief … that really HIV is okay, it’s not a big deal anymore, and that they don’t have to be super conscious or careful and then they ended up with HIV … and so that’s about those self-care tools and that ability. (LGBT health liaison, Halifax County)

Other mobilities, however, may be temporary and recreational, what one provider described as “[to] go away to Toronto or Montreal and totally let loose, and totally go crazy … in terms of having sex” (ASO outreach worker, Halifax County). One interviewee described going to other Canadian cities for work while living a straight life at home: “Whenever

3Interestingly, some providers observed a similar trend of displacement and use of sex workers among men leaving declining industries (e.g., fishing, mining) and depressed economies in Nova Scotia to work in the Alberta oil industry.
I would go away to a conference,” he said, “I could feel myself transforming into this other person within me ... and if I was landing in Toronto, or Montreal, or Vancouver ... before I would even get to the hotel, I would actually head to the steam bath ... it was, you know, one after another ... if somebody said ‘no, I don’t really like to [use condoms],’ then I would go anyway” (Richard, 60s, Colchester County, HIV-positive). In this sense, the more urgent nature of sexual encounters away from home or away from the closet, particularly in unfamiliar settings, can also lead to riskier behaviour (also see Lewis 2014a).

“Those six degrees of separation are like two”: Anonymity and sexual health services

The uptake of sexual health services among gay men in the Halifax region is animated by many of the same social dynamics that have shaped their identities, self-concepts, and life-worlds. Almost half of the interviewees in both the individual and service provider groups used the phrase, “the six degrees of separation” to describe the gaze mediating health-seeking behaviours in localized family and community contexts. “Nova Scotia has big, old families,” one provider said, “… in Halifax and outside of Halifax … everybody’s connected to everybody. You know, those six degrees of separation are like two” (LGBT health coordinator, Halifax County). Even in Halifax, said one nurse, “People … don’t want to walk into [the sexual health clinic] ‘cause … they think well if I walk in there everybody will know why I’m there” (HIV nurse #2, Halifax County).

In outlying towns, the social disincentives to being tested can become amplified. Since anonymous HIV testing (AHT) is not available outside the Halifax city centre, potential clients may be concerned about having their name attached to an HIV test and the possibility of knowing the individuals handling the test (see Lewis et al. 2013): “Some people ... they’ll even say ... I don’t want anybody in the lab to know my name ‘cause, you know, my neighbour works in the lab” (HIV nurse #2, Halifax County). The same social bonds that may build community in small places can therefore become intrusive and oppressive for gay men who do not want to disclose their sexual identity or the need to be tested. One interviewee reflected on getting tested in his small town: “One [nurse] actually ... she said, ‘oh why do you need to get tested all the time?’ I mean a lot of them know my family and ‘cause we’re a fairly well-known family in the town” (Tom, 30s, Colchester County, HIV-negative). Moreover, the Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness has not implemented rapid point-of-care (POC) testing, which provides counselling, testing, and delivery of results within a single 30–45 minute period. Consequently, clients travelling to be tested at the single AHT site in Halifax would have to repeat the trip one week later to receive their test results (Lewis et al., 2013). According to one provider, these disincentives can be enough to discourage testing altogether:

I mean we have people drive all the way from wherever to just get anonymously tested here, and that’s if they can even wrap their head around the thought of doing it ... or [they would] rather stay in denial and [they will] stay [at home]. You know even if there is that inkling like “I think I’m at risk, I know I’m at risk,” versus actually acting on it. (ASO director, Halifax County)

An additional barrier to being tested in smaller communities is the perceived social impact of learning one’s HIV status, especially if it is positive. Although the fear factor in HIV testing is well documented among gay men generally (e.g., Kellerman et al. 2002), those living in small and rural regions may perceive less control over disclosing their status.

And that’s understandable … the not wanting to know ... ‘cause what would they do if, you know, ‘cause again in a smaller city, you know, would everybody know, would they be shunned, would ... their family not want to speak to them anymore? (HIV nurse #1, Halifax County)

People are terrified of other people finding out, you know they go on a date, they don’t want to tell the other person that they’re HIV positive for numerous reasons, but one of the big ones is who are they going to tell? Who’s that person going to tell? (LGBT health coordinator, Halifax County)

As the narratives show, the same insularity that might lead communities to cordon themselves off from perceived social threats associated with gay men’s health (e.g., public HIV prevention campaigns, gay-related sexual health education in schools) also maintains the invisibility of gay men in the health care system by creating a fear of service utilization.
Conclusions

The ecological account of place adopted here demonstrates the distinct risk contexts and health promotion challenges for gay men living in a smaller city-region and challenges the more containerized conceptions of place often adopted within HIV/AIDS discourses. While Nova Scotia still tends to be framed as a closed, peripheral place in terms of HIV/AIDS diffusion (Bulman 2005) and understandings of Canada more generally (Tomblin 1995; Moreira 2012), men’s personal narratives show that the epidemic permeates their lives in complex, sometimes unexpected ways. Their accounts reveal the relative silence over both gay men’s sexualities and HIV/sexual health in the region, resulting potentially in both a lack of self-care tools and the internalization of anti-gay and anti-HIV stigma among men living there. Consequently, some may travel to locales where risk becomes amplified in terms of both the local epidemiology and their own abilities to negotiate the specific sexual environments and scenarios encountered. For smaller provinces and regions, HIV risk for gay men needs to be understood through analysis of their communities, mobilities, service infrastructures, and the discourses and institutions that influence all of these.

The results also have implications for the study of HIV/AIDS amidst a changing landscape of STI epidemics and interventions in Canada. Rates of syphilis have spiked in Halifax and other outlying areas of Canada in the past five years (LeBlanc 2013; see Table 1), and the past experience of towns such as Conception Bay, Newfoundland, shows that regions with previously limited exposure to HIV/AIDS can suddenly become key sites of the epidemic (Ryan 1998). Yet even amidst a seemingly growing need for HIV/STI prevention strategies in diverse geographic contexts, some public health practitioners have declared that prevention has failed and that resources should be devoted to “treatment as prevention” (e.g., high-volume testing and immediate antiretroviral therapy for those infected) in highest-risk (e.g., street-involved) populations living in large cities (Montaner et al. 2011). Such an approach misses particular places and individuals (e.g., gay men in smaller cities and rural areas) who may encounter risk in less obvious ways. Research on HIV/AIDS in Canada therefore must also examine critically how gay men’s health is constructed in different places. While health care institutions in the largest cities often frame gay men as overtly medicalized subjects in need of regulation (M. Brown 1995, 2009), places that are less comfortable with gay identities may be hesitant to identify them as an at-risk population deserving of public health resources. For smaller city-regions such as Halifax, further research is therefore needed to build on a “prevention as prevention” approach aimed at de-stigmatizing HIV/AIDS, accepting and educating gay men as sexual beings and community members, and preparing them for a variety of risk contexts across place.
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